






















































































































































































































































! r2 = D2p1q1p2q2 !














Y = Uˆβ+ ε !
Where!Y!is!a!column!vector!for!marker!j,! Uˆ is!an!m(x!k!matrix!of!k!EigenSvectors,!






RSS(is!the!residual!sum!of!squares!between!the!nonSmissing!values!and!their!SVDI!model!approximation.!RSS0!and!RSS1!are!the!RSS!values!of!successive!iterations.!SVDI!assumes!that!the!genotype!matrix!is!multivariate!normal!distributed.!For!the!optimal!k!value!calculation!methods!and!results!for!both!kNNI!and!SVDI!see!the!supplemental!information.!Optimal!k!values!are!listed!in!supplemental!table!12.!(Table!S2.1).!!!!! For!EMI,!the!nonSmissing!marker!data!was!used!to!obtain!maximum!likelihood!estimates!of!the!vector!of!means, uˆ ,!and!covariance!matrix Xˆ of!the!individuals!based!on!the!markers.!These!estimates!were!then!used!to!obtain!multiple!linear!regression!estimates!of!the!missing!marker!values.! uˆ ,!and! Xˆ !were!then!reSestimated!and!were!used!to!reSestimate!the!missing!marker!values.!This!process!was!repeated!until!the!difference!between!the!new!estimate!and!the!previous!estimate!of! uˆ+ XˆXˆTwas!0.02!or!less.!EMI!was!implemented!using!the!R!package!rrBLUP!(Endelman,!2011).!For!a!more!detailed!description!of!this!EMI!algorithm!refer!to!Poland!et!al.!(2012).!For!a!more!through!description!of!the!EM!imputation!algorithm!in!general!refer!to!Dempster!et!al.!(1977).!!!
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! For!RFI,!missing!marker!values!were!estimated!using!random!forest!regression!(Breiman,!2001)!using!all!available!data!to!predict!the!missing!values!for!every!marker.!RFI!was!implemented!in!R!(R!Development!Core!Team,!2010)!using!the!package!MissForest!(Stekhoven!and!Bühlmann,!2011).!The!imputation!procedure!was:!1)!for!marker!matrix!M,!markers!were!sorted!from!lowest!to!highest!percent!missing!and!missing!values!were!imputed!using!MNI.!!2)!At!each!marker!j!containing!missing!values,!the!nonSmissing!values,!Y,!were!used!to!grow!100!random!forest!regression!trees!Θ1…!Θ100.!Each!tree!was!grown!using!a!bootstrapped!sample!of!individuals!Y!and!a!random!sample!of n−1marker!predictors!were!used!where!nS1!is!the!number!of!markers!excluding!marker!j.!Each!tree!Θ!contains!the!terminal!node!values!and!a!set!of!instructions!for!recursively!partitioning!the!observations!into!the!terminal!nodes:!these!instructions!include!the!split!variables!at!each!node,!and!the!value!of!the!split!variable!used!for!partitioning.!3)!Missing!values!at!marker!j!were!imputed!as:!!
Yˆ = 1100 h(x,Θ)1
100
∑ !














Ri2 ,!were!calculated.!For!each!dataset!and!missing!data!level,!average Ri2 !and!Rm2 !




Assessment(of(factors(affecting(imputation(accuracy(! For!each!imputation!method!factors!affecting!the!imputation!accuracy!were!assessed.!A!marker’s!minor!allele!frequency!(MAF),!number!of!nonSmissing!data!points,!and!level!of!LD!with!other!markers!were!considered!as!factors!that!could!impact!its!imputation!accuracy.!The!distance!between!an!individual!and!its!closest!relative!and!the!expected!prediction!error!variance!(PEV)!were!considered!as!factors!affecting!the!imputation!accuracy!on!an!individual!genotype!basis.!The!impact!of!each!of!these!factors!was!assessed!for!each!imputation!method!using!the!WW,!SW,!DTM,!and!NAB!datasets!post!imputation.!!!! First,!the!impact!of!MAF!on!the!imputation!accuracy!was!assessed.!For!each!datasetSimputation!method!combination,Rm2 !was!averaged!across!dataset!
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versions!NA20,!NA50!and!NA70!and!this!overall!estimate!of!marker!imputation!accuracy!is!referred!to!asRm2 .The!medianRm2 for!each!value!of!MAF!rounded!to!the!nearest!tenth!was!calculated.!The!relationship!between!the!medianRm2 !and!the!MAF!value!was!then!plotted!to!characterize!the!relationship.!! The!impact!of!the!number!of!nonSmissing!data!points!at!a!marker!on!the!marker’s!imputation!accuracy!was!assessed!for!each!datasetSimputation!method!combination! using! data! from! all! 10! replicates! and! versions! NA20,! NA50! and!NA70! combined.! For! each!marker,! the! number! of! nonSmissing! data! points!was!rounded! to! the! nearest! factor! of! 5,! and! for! each! value! the! median! Rm2 ! was!calculated.!! To!determine!the!impact!of!the!LD!level!with!other!markers!on!the!imputation!accuracy,!markers!were!first!classified!as!markers!in!low!LD!with!all!other!markers!or!markers!in!at!least!moderate!LD!with!at!least!one!other!marker.!Markers!whose!highest!r²!statistic!was!less!than!0.5!were!considered!to!be!in!low!LD!with!all!other!markers.!A!marker!that!had!at!least!one!r²!statistic!greater!than!or!equal!to!0.5!was!considered!to!be!in!at!least!moderate!LD!with!at!least!one!other!marker.!The!median!Rm2 !of!markers!in!low!LD!and!of!markers!in!at!least!moderate!LD!with!at!least!one!other!marker!was!calculated.!The!ratio!of!Rm2 !for!markers!in!low!LD!to!the!Rm2 !for!markers!in!at!least!moderate!LD!was!then!examined.!!! To!assess!the!effect!of!the!genetic!distance!between!an!individual!and!its!
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Imputation(accuracy(! The!imputation!accuracy!reported!as!the!median! Rm2 !is!shown!in!Figure!2.1!for!kNNI,!SVDI,!RFI,!and!EMI.!!
!
Figure!2.1:!Median Rm2 of!each!imputation!method!across!all!datasets!(A)!Cornell!winter!wheat!(WW),!(B)!CIMMYT!elite!spring!wheat!(SW),!(C)!CIMMYT!drought!tolerant!maize!(DTM),!(D)!North!American!barley!(NAB).!For!each!population!median! Rm2 !!obtained!using!kSnearest!neighbors!imputation!(kNNI),!singular!value!decomposition!imputation!(SVDI),!random!forest!regression!imputation!(RFI),!and!expectation!maximization!imputation!(EMI),!are!shown!for!the!three!dataset!versions:!NA20!(black),!NA50!(grey),!and!NA70!(white)!which!contain!up!to!20%,!50%,!and!70%!missing!values!per!marker,!respectively.!!!!!
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!For!all!datasetSimputation!method!combinations,! Rm2 !values!were!nonSnormal!and!there!were!many!extreme!values.!The!median!Rm2 values!and!the!equivalent!percent!correct!values!are!listed!in!Table!2.2.!
!Table!2.2:!Median!Rm2 and!median!percent!correct†!for!each!imputation!method!and!across!all!datasets!
†Median!Rm2 !and!median!percent!correct!are!separated!by!a!backslash!(!/!)!‡kNNI:!kSnearest!neighbors!imputation,!SVDI:!singular!value!decomposition!imputation,!EMI:!expectation!maximization!imputation,!RFI:!random!forest!regression!imputation!§WW:!Cornell!winter!wheat,!SW:!CIMMYT!elite!spring!wheat,!DTM:!CIMMYT!drought!tolerant!maize,!NAB:!North!American!barley,!SRRW:!CIMMYT!stem!rust!resistant!wheat!¶NA20:!up!to!20%!missing!data!per!marker,!NA50:!up!to!50%!missing!data!per!marker,!NA70:!up!to!70%!missing!data!per!marker!!The!population!with!the!highest!median!Rm2 !for!each!of!the!levels!of!missing!data!was!the!NAB!population,!while!the!lowest!imputation!accuracies!were!observed!
! Imputation!Method‡!Dataset§! Version¶! kNNI( SVDI! RFI! EMI!
WW! NA20! 0.8!/!97! 0.44!/!93! 0.84!/!98! 0.58!/!95!NA50! 0.71!/!96! 0.36!/!92! 0.77!/!97! 0.5!/!93!NA70! 0.48!/!94! 0.27!/!89! 0.61!/!95! 0.35!/!91!Mean! 0.66!/!96! 0.36!/!91! 0.74!/!97! 0.48!/!93!SW!! NA20! 0.76!/!96! 0.52!/!93! 0.8!/!97! 0.5!/!93!NA50! 0.65!/!95! 0.43!/!93! 0.72!/!96! 0.49!/!93!NA70! 0.43!/!93! 0.31!/!91! 0.58!/!94! 0.35!/!91!Mean! 0.61!/!95! 0.42!/!92! 0.7!/!96! 0.45!/!92!DTM!! NA20! S0.01!/!82! 0.04!/!83! 0.2!/!88! 0.07!/!85!NA50! 0!/!82! 0.04!/!83! 0.14!/!87! 0.08!/!84!NA70! S0.03!/!82! 0.01!/!83! 0!/!84! 0!/!83!Mean! S0.01!/!82! 0.03!/!83! 0.11!/!86! 0.05!/!84!NAB!! NA20! 0.83!/!99! 0.73!/!98! 0.94!/!100! 0.76!/!98!NA50! 0.73!/!99! 0.61!/!98! 0.88!/!99! 0.7!/!98!NA70! 0.43!/!97! 0.44!/!97! 0.75!/!99! 0.52!/!97!Mean! 0.66!/!98! 0.59!/!98! 0.85!/!99! 0.66!/!98!
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Factors(affecting(imputation(accuracy(! MAF:!!For!all!datasets,!Rm2 !values!for!markers!with!MAF<0.1!were!low!compared!to!that!of!markers!with!MAF>0.1;!however,!the!relationship!between!MAF!and!Rm2 !for!markers!with!MAF>0.1!was!different!for!each!dataset!(Figure!2.2).!In!general,!Rm2 !increased!as!MAF!increased!as!long!as!MAF<0.4;!however,!with!the!NAB!dataset!(Figure!2.2,!D)!there!was!no!relationship!between!MAF!and!
Rm2 !for!MAF>0.1.!Accuracy!in!terms!of!percent!correct!had!a!strong!negative!










Rm2 !The!median! Rm2 ! obtained! for! a! given! number! nonSmissing! data! points! rounded! to! the! nearest!factor!of!5,! is!plotted!for!each!dataset:!(A)!Cornell!winter!wheat!(WW),!(B)!CIMMYT!elite!spring!wheat!(SW),!(C)!CIMMYT!drought!tolerant!maize!(DTM),!(D)!North!American!barley!(NAB).!Each!color! and! symbol! represents! a! different! imputation! method:! kSnearest! neighbors! imputation!(kNNI,! orange! triangles),! singular! value! decomposition! imputation! (SVDI,! purple! squares),!random!forest!regression!imputation!(RFI,!red!circles),!and!expectation!maximization!imputation!(EMI,!blue!crosses).!!! LD! between! markers:! The! ratio! of! the! median! imputation! Rm2 ! for!markers!with!no!other!markers!in!moderate!LD!to!the!median!imputation! Rm2 !for!markers!with!at!least!one!other!marker!in!moderate!LD!was!always!less!than!one!(Table!2.4),!indicating!that!the!imputation!accuracy!for!markers!without!markers!
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in!moderate! LD!was! always! lower! than! that! for!markers! that! had! at! least! one!other!marker!in!moderate!LD.!
Table!2.4:!Ratios†!of!median Rm2 of!markers!having!no!markers!in!moderate!linkage!disequilibrium!(LD)‡!to!that!of!markers!with!at!least!one!other!marker!in!moderate!LD!
(†Reduced!ratios!are!reported!followed!by!the!values!used!to!compute!the!reduced!ratios!in!parenthesis!((‡at!least!moderate!LD!was!defined!as!r²!statistic!≥!0.5!
§kNNI:!kSnearest!neighbors!imputation,!SVDI:!singular!value!decomposition!imputation,!EMI:!expectation!maximization!imputation,!RFI:!random!forest!regression!imputation!¶WW:! Cornell! winter! wheat,! SW:! CIMMYT! elite! spring! wheat,! DTM:! CIMMYT! drought! tolerant!maize,!NAB:!North!American!barley!!Across! all! datasets,! the! Rm2 ! ratios! for! the! two! classes! of! markers! was! much!smaller!for!kNNI!compared!to!the!other!imputation!methods,!indicating!that!the!imputation! accuracy! of! kNNI! was! more! strongly! influenced! by! the! level! of! LD!between!markers! compared! to! the!other!methods.!With! the!WW,!SW,!and!NAB!datasets!the! Rm2 !ratios!for!the!two!classes!of!markers!was!similar!for!SVDI,!RFI,!and!EMI!indicating!that!the!accuracy!of!these!three!methods!is!influenced!by!the!level!of!LD!between!markers!to!a!similar!degree.!However,!with!the!DTM!dataset,!the! Rm2 !ratio!for!the!two!classes!of!markers!was!closer!to!one!for!SVDI!compared!
! Imputation!Method§!Dataset¶! kNNI! SVDI! RFI! EMI!WW! 0.16!(0.13/.8)! 0.36!(0.17/0.47)! 0.49!(0.41/0.84)! 0.39!(0.23/0.59)!SW! 0.14!(0.1/0.7)! 0.47!(0.23/0.49)! 0.62!(0.47/0.76)! 0.58!(0.29/0.5)!DTM! S0.18!!(S0.03/0.17)! 0.33!(0.02/0.06)! 0.18!(0.09/0.5)! 0.14!(0.03/0.22)!NAB! 0.31!(0.24/0.78)! 0.59!(0.40/0.68)! 0.74!(0.67/0.9)! 0.63!(0.46/0.73)!Mean! 0.11! 0.44! 0.51! 0.44!
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to!the!other!methods,!indicating!that!for!this!dataset,!the!accuracy!with!SVDI!was!less!affected!by!the!LD!between!markers,!compared!to!the!other!methods.!!




















outperformed!EMI!if!the!datasets!had!a!greater!rate!of!genotyping!error!because!it!is!expected!to!better!cope!with!noisy!data!(Troyanskaya!et!al.,!2001).!!! For!all!methods,!average!median!imputation!accuracies!on!an!individual!genotype!basis! Ri2 !were!not!always!homogenous!across!population!subSgroups!as!illustrated!in!Figure!S5,!which!shows!individuals!plotted!according!to!the!first!two!principal!components!of!their!marker!genotypes!and!color!coded!according!to!their!imputation!accuracy.!With!the!DTM!and!WW!datasets,!small!subSgroups!of!individuals!that!clustered!together!according!to!the!first!two!principal!components!of!marker!genotypes!tended!to!have!similar!ranges!of!accuracy.!However,!with!the!SW!and!NAB!datasets!!Ri2 !was!relatively!homogenous!across!population!subSgroups.!An!association!between!Ri2 !and!population!subSgroup!is!undesirable!because!it!may!create!or!worsen!an!association!between!GS!accuracy!and!population!subSgroup.!!Using!large!datasets!with!minimal!population!structure!for!imputation!and!genomic!selection!is!advocated!to!avoid!heterogeneity!of!imputation!and!genomic!selection!accuracies!across!subSgroups!of!individuals.!! Population!structure!may!also!lead!to!increased!imputation!accuracy!for!markers!with!high!levels!of!population!subdivision!(Iwata!and!Jannink,!2010)!because!an!individual’s!allelic!state!can!be!predicted!largely!based!population!subSgroup!alone.!!Accuracy!levels!for!datasets!with!many!markers!highly!subdivided!by!population!may!be!high!largely!because!of!structure;!we!therefore!
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calculated! Rm2 !excluding!markers!with!high!levels!of!population!subdivision!as!indicated!by!their!Fst!values,!where!high!Fst!indicates!high!population!subSdivision!(for!methods!see!supplemental!information.)!For!markers!with!MAF>0.1,!on!average,Rm2 !excluding!markers!with!the!25%!highest!Fst!values!were!0.9,!1.17,!1.02,!and!0.9!times!those!of!overall! Rm2 !for!the!WW,!SW,!DTM,!and!NAB!datasets!respectively.!Thus,!for!the!WW!and!NAB!datasets,!the!high!imputation!accuracies!we!observed!may!have!been!in!small!part!due!to!population!structure.!! Comparing!our!imputation!accuracy!results!with!those!of!other!studies!is!difficult!because!each!study!uses!different!populations!of!different!sizes,!levels!of!missing!data,!MAF!distributions,!and!levels!of!LD!between!markers.!In!addition,!accuracy!reported!as!percent!correct!cannot!be!compared!across!datasets!with!different!MAF!distributions.!Nevertheless,!we!assume!that!mapSdependent!imputation!methods!would!outperform!the!mapSindependent!methods!that!we!evaluated!(given!the!availability!of!an!accurate!genetic!or!physical!map)!because!physically!linked!markers!are!used!to!predict!missing!values.!These!physically!linked!markers!should!be!more!reliable!predictors!compared!to!markers!that!are!in!LD!but!may!not!be!physically!linked.!As!genetic!and!physical!maps!develop!for!wheat!and!barley!the!assumption!that!mapSdependent!methods!would!outperform!the!mapSindependent!methods!can!be!tested.!
Factors(affecting(imputation(accuracy(! Markers!with!very!low!MAF!had!lowRm2 values.!There!are!two!possible!
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explanations!for!this!observation.!First,!because!of!the!wayRm2 is!calculated,!a!single!imputation!error!has!a!much!larger!negative!impact!on!the Rm2 !for!markers!with!lower!MAF!values!(Figure!S6).!Thus,!it!is!harder!to!achieve!high!Rm2 for!markers!with!a!low!MAF.!Second,!individuals!with!the!minor!allele!at!a!given!marker!are!not!well!represented,!making!their!marker!genotype!more!difficult!to!predict.!A!similar!relationship!between!MAF!and!Rm2 !was!also!found!by!studies!by!Iwata!and!Jannink!(2010)!and!Li!et!al.,!(2011)!which!used!mapSdependent!imputation!methods.!UnlikeRm2 ,!imputation!accuracy!in!terms!of!percent!correct!had!a!negative!linear!relationship!with!MAF!(data!not!shown),!this!is!because!markers!with!lower!MAF!can!always!be!imputed!with!a!reasonably!high!percent!correct!based!on!the!marker!mean!alone.!Other!studies!of!mapSdependent!imputation!methods!report!a!negative!relationship!between!MAF!and!percent!correct!(Pei!et!al.,!2008;!Hickey!et!al.,!2012).!! The!number!of!nonSmissing!data!points,!analogous!to!reference!panel!size!in!other!studies,!was!found!to!positively!impact!theRm2 .!This!finding!is!consistent!with!other!studies!which!tested!the!effect!of!reference!panel!size!on!the!imputation!accuracy!using!mapSdependent!methods!(Pei!et!al.,!2008;!Druet!et!al.,!2010;!Li!et!al.,!2010).!For!RFI,!EMI,!and!SVDI,!which!involve!a!model!training!step,!fewer!missing!data!points!means!that!more!individuals!are!available!for!model!training.!With!kNNI,!a!smaller!number!of!nonSmissing!data!points!at!a!given!marker!leads!to!a!more!accurate!estimate!of!its!distance!from!all!other!markers.!
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! Equivalent!percent!correct!calculation:!For!each!marker,!1001!marker!genotype! vectors,! with! the! marker’s! MAF! were! simulated.! Each! vector! had! a!
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length! of! 1000.! One! of! the! vectors!was! selected! as! the! true! genotype,! and! the!remaining!1000!were!simulated!to!have!different!percent!correct!values,!ranging!from! 0.01! to! 100,! with! an! interval! of! 0.1! between! consecutive! percent! correct!values.!For!each!of!the!1000!vectors!with!known!percent!correct!values,!! Rm2 !was!calculated.! Then! the! vector!with! the! Rm2 ! value! closest! to! the! Rm2 ! value! for! the!marker!of!interest!was!identified,!and!that!vector’s!known!percent!correct!value!was!used!as!the!equivalent!percent!correct!value!for!the!marker!of!interest.!



















































































































Table!3.1:!Markers!included!in!the!marker!sets!TM!and!TM+GM†!Marker! Chromosome! QTL‡!name! Reference!
gwm157( 2DL! QFhs.nauQ2DL!and/or!QFhs.crcQ2D( (Jiang!et!al.,!2007a;!Jiang!et!al.,!2007b)!
gwm539( 2DL! QFhs.nauQ2DL!and/or!QFhs.crcQ2D( (Jiang!et!al.,!2007a;!Jiang!et!al.,!2007b)!
gwm533( 3BS! Fhb1( (Zhou!et!al.,!2002)!
gwm493( 3BS! Fhb1( (Anderson!et!al.,!2007)!
wmc152( 6BS! Fhb2( (Cuthbert!et!al.,!2007)!
wmc238( 4BS! !! (Somers!et!al.,!2003)!
barc117( 5AS! Qfhs.ifaQ5A!and/or!Qfhs.umcQ5A( (Chen!et!al.,!2006)!














addition!to!markers!as!the!predictors.!! For!the!multivariate!ridge!regression!model,!a!multitrait!animal!model!!!Y =Xβ+Zu+ ε !was!fit!in!which,!for!n!individuals!and!m!traits,!Y(is!a!vector!n!×!m!elements!long!and!composed!of!n!subvectors,!each!recording!the!observations!for!the!m!traits!of!each!individual.!X!is!the!design!matrix!associating!observations!to!the!fixed!effects!β,!Z!is!the!design!matrix!allocating!the!observations!to!the!individuals,!u!is!an!n!×!m!long!vector!of!breeding!value!random!effects,!and!ε!is!an!
n!×!m!long!vector!of!residual!errors!with!zero!mean!and!m!×!m!covariance!matrix
















Trait†! CrossS!validation!scheme! Marker!set‡! RF§! RKHS! RR! BL! MLR!
HD!
CV1! GM!
0.387!±!0.072!ab¶! 0.403!±!0.069!a! 0.26!±!0.083!ab! 0.288!±!0.083!ab! 0.113!±!0.07!b!TM+GM! 0.37!±!0.074!ab! 0.41!±!0.075!a! 0.271!±!0.08!ab! 0.247!±!0.085!ab! 0.107!±!0.07!b!TM! 0.317!±!0.081!a! 0.33!±!0.083!a! 0.13!±!0.079!a! 0.104!±!0.088!a! 0.204!±!0.068!a!
CV2! GM!
0.411!±!0.077!a! 0.408!±!0.103!a! 0.432!±!0.101!a! 0.397!±!0.002!a! 0.008!±!0.089!a!TM+GM! 0.414!±!0.075!a! 0.399!±!0.094!a! 0.436!±!0.101!a! 0.430!±!0.099!a! 0.008!±!0.089!a!TM! 0.079!±!0.046!a! 0.248!±!0.121!a! 0.29!±!0.01!a! 0.283!±!0.098!a! 0.202!±!0.052!a!
FDK!
CV1! GM!
0.423!±!0.065!a! 0.426!±!0.067!a! 0.463!±!0.063!a! 0.412!±!0.066!a! 0.338!±!0.067!a!TM+GM! 0.455!±!0.06!a! 0.398!±!0.071!a! 0.376!±!0.064!a! 0.399!±!0.064!a! 0.343!±!0.068!a!TM! 0.19!±!0.076!a! 0.064!±!0.078!a! 0.033!±!0.083!a! 0.046!±!0.088!a! 0.015!±!0.074!a!
CV2! GM!
0.41!±!0.077!a! 0.389!±!0.1!a! 0.349!±!0.167!a! 0.307!±!0.047!a! 0.272!±!0.136!a!TM+GM! 0.379!±!0.092!a! 0.398!±!0.114!a! 0.353!±!0.164!a! 0.286!±!0.165!a! 0.263!±!0.079!a!TM! 0.079!±!0.046!a! 0.008!±!0.03!a! 0.006!±!0.026!a! 0.006!±!0.019!a! 0.023!±!0.052!a!
ISK! CV1!
GM! 0.548!±!0.05!a! 0.542!±!0.049!a! 0.543!±!0.055!a! 0.455!±!0.059!a! 0.4!±!0.064!a!TM+GM! 0.555!±!0.051!a! 0.56!±!0.051!a! 0.438!±!0.063!a! 0.51!±!0.057!a! 0.401!±!0.062!a!TM! 0.293!±!0.067!a! 0.271!±!0.068!a! 0.169!±!0.077!a! 0.117!±!0.065!a! 0.245!±!0.07!a!
CV2! GM! 0.444!±!0.063!a! 0.477!±!0.088!a! 0.461!±!0.111!a! 0.429!±!0.016!a! 0.267!±!0.124!a!TM+GM! 0.487!±!0.075!a! 0.504!±!0.088!a! 0.459!±!0.115!a! 0.421!±!0.142!a! 0.27!±!0.072!a!
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Table!3.2:!(Continued)!!
†HD,! days! to! heading;! FDK,! Fusarium! damaged! kernels;! ISK,! incidence,! severity,! and,! kernel!quality!index;!DON,!deoxynivalenol;!INC,!incidence;!SEV,!severity.!‡GM,! genomewide!diversity! array! technology! (DArT)!markers;! TM,! quantitative! trait! loci! (QTL)!targeted! simple! sequence! repeat! (SSR)!markers! only;! TM+GM,! QTL! targeted! SSR!markers! and!genomewide!DArT!markers!combined.!§RF,!random!forest;!RKHS,!reproducing!kernel!Hilbert!spaces;!RR,!ridge!regression;!BL,!Bayesian!Lasso;!MLR,!multiple!linear!regression.!¶Within!rows,!means!not!significantly!different!share!a!common!letter!
ISK! CV2! TM! 0.109!±!0.054!a! 0.117!±!0.079!a! 0.075!±!0.026!a! 0.065!±!0.028!a! 0.008!±!0.015!a!
DON! CV1! GM!
0.413!±!0.06!a! 0.273!±!0.066!a! 0.241!±!0.072!a! 0.198!±!0.063!a! 0.187!±!0.071!a!TM+GM! 0.575!±!0.05! 0.285!±!0.065!a! 0.158!±!0.073!a! 0.226!±!0.074!a! 0.188!±!0.07!a!TM! 0.554!±!0.063!a! 0.485!±!0.058!ab! 0.505!±!0.064!ab! 0.252!±!0.075!b! 0.469!±!0.066!ab!
INC!
CV1! GM!
0.56!±!0.045!a! 0.527!±!0.052!a! 0.471!±!0.057!a! 0.398!±!0.064!a! 0.406!±!0.063!a!TM+GM! 0.525!±!0.05!a! 0.558!±!0.051!a! 0.522!±!0.059!a! 0.413!±!0.065!a! 0.411!±!0.062!a!TM! 0.332!±!0.075!a! 0.351!±!0.079!a! 0.034!±!0.072!b! 0.08!±!0.087!ab! 0.089!±!0.072!ab!
CV2! GM!
0.426!±!0.125!a! 0.439!±!0.088!a! 0.425!±!0.11!a! 0.567!±!0.016!a! 0.297!±!0.124!a!TM+GM! 0.394!±!0.074!a! 0.442!±!0.071!a! 0.424!±!0.109!a! 0.419!±!0.110!a! 0.296!±!0.069!a!TM! 0.123!±!0.091!a! 0.127!±!0.122!a! 0.029!±!0.064!a! 0.012!±!0.068!a!  0.122!±!0.061!a!
SEV!
CV1! GM!
0.644!±!0.041!a! 0.588!±!0.047!a! 0.614!±!0.047!a! 0.596!±!0.049!a! 0.343!±!0.068!a!TM+GM! 0.606!±!0.04!a! 0.636!±!0.041!a! 0.52!±!0.053!ab! 0.377!±!0.067!b! 0.339!±!0.067!b!TM! 0.381!±!0.067!a! 0.312!±!0.066!a! 0.232!±!0.062!a! 0.188!±!0.072!a! 0.244!±!0.071!a!
CV2! GM!




Trait†! Marker!set‡! k!=!5( k!=!10( k!=!15( k!=!20( k!=!25(
HD! GM! 0.069!±!0.082! 0.048!±!0.086! 0.07!±!0.073! 0.074!±!0.071! 0.113!±!0.071!TM+GM! 0.071!±!0.084! 0.044!±!0.084! 0.07!±!0.075! 0.073!±!0.071! 0.107!±!0.07!
FDK! GM! 0.071!±!0.076! 0.181!±!0.063! 0.313!±!0.076! 0.338!±!0.067! 0.226!±!0.07!TM+GM! 0.067!±!0.075! 0.185!±!0.064! 0.314!±!0.076! 0.343!±!0.068! 0.222!±!0.071!
ISK! GM! S0.005!±!0.084! 0.192!±!0.077! 0.345!±!0.072! 0.4!±!0.064! 0.246!±!0.062!TM+GM! 0.002!±!0.085! 0.193!±!0.078! 0.348!±!0.068! 0.401!±!0.062! 0.25!±!0.062!
DON! GM! 0.05!±!0.076! 0.105!±!0.073! !0.023!±!0.073! 0.187!±!0.071! 0.031!±!0.066!TM+GM! 0.045!±!0.078! 0.104!±!0.074! !0.022!±!0.074! 0.188!±!0.07! 0.028!±!0.068!
INC! GM! 0.121!±!0.077! 0.227!±!0.074! 0.33!±!0.07! 0.406!±!0.063! 0.288!±!0.067!TM+GM! 0.116!±!0.075! 0.229!±!0.073! 0.331!±!0.069! 0.411!±!0.062! 0.291!±!0.07!




























































































YGV =Xβ+Zu+ ε !
Var(u) =Gσ u2 andVar(ε) = Iσ u2 .!G!is!a!marker!relationship!matrix!which!was!calculated!according!to!VanRaden!(2008)!implemented!in!the!R!package!GAPIT!(Lipka!et!al.,!2012).!For!each!marker!k!with!MAF≥0.05,!a!total!of!3903!markers,!we!estimated!its!effect!βk!and!FSstatistic,!testing!the!null!hypothesis!that!βk=0!in!the!model:!
YGV =Xβ+Xkβk +η !
βk!is!the!effect!of!marker!k,!Xk!is!the!genotype!of!marker!k,!andσˆ η2 = σˆ u2ZGZ '+ σˆ ε2I .!One!thousand!permutations!(Churchill!and!Doerge,!1994)!were!used!to!calculate!the!pSvalue!significance!threshold!at!an!experimentwise!!!of!0.05.!!
Prediction(models(! Fixed!effects!models:!Two!multiple!linear!regression!(MLR)!methods!were!used,!A!and!B.!MLR!A!consisted!of!a!marker!selection!and!marker!effect!estimation!step.!Both!marker!selection!and!marker!estimation!were!carried!out!within!the!model!training!set!only.!For!variable!selection,!pSvalues!from!a!genomeSwide!association!analysis!were!used!to!rank!markers.!No!kinship!correction!was!used!because!markers!that!capture!kinship!are!useful!for!prediction!within!the!population!of!interest,!even!though!they!may!not!be!linked!to!causative!loci.!!Then,!for!each!iteration!i!through!l,(a!marker!was!added!to!the!model:!




yˆ j = βˆ0 + βˆii
i-1∑ xij !For!MLR!B,!the!marker!selection!step!was!done!only!among!the!five!markers!linked!to!candidate!genes.!!! Mixed!models:!For(GSBLUP!(Bernardo,!1994;!Piepho,!2009),!breeding!values!were!predicted!using!the!mixed!model.!
YGV =1nβ0 +Zu+ ε !
u ~ N(0,Gσˆ u2 ) !where!the!solutions!for!u!consist!of!the!genomic!estimated!breeding!values.!GSBLUP!was!implemented!using!the!R!package!rrBLUP!(Endelman,!2011).!!GSBLUP!A!was!a!version!of!GSBLUP!that!included!selected!markers!as!fixed!effects!in!the!GSBLUP!model!and!all!markers!as!random!effects.!By!selecting!markers!as!fixed!effects,!we!assume!that!each!selected!marker!has!a!unique!variance.!For!fixed!effect!variable!selection,!pSvalues!from!a!genomeSwide!association!analysis!without!structure!correction!were!used!to!rank!markers,!then!for!each!iteration!i!through!l,(a!marker!was!added!to!the!model:!
YGV =1β0 +Xiβi...Xlβl +Ζu+ε !
u ~ N(0,Gσˆ u2 ) !
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for!each!iteration!5Sfold!cross!validation!accuracy!within!the!training!set!was!calculated.!When!accuracylQ1!>!accuracyl(,!the!model!with!lS1!fixed!effect!markers!was!selected.!Predicted!breeding!values!of!each!individual!j,!were!calculated!as:!
yˆ j = βˆ0 + βˆii
i-1
∑ xij +uj !For!GSBLUP!B!the!fixed!effect!marker!selection!step!was!done!only!among!the!five!markers!linked!to!candidate!genes.!For!GSBLUP!T!the!fixed!effects!were!the!seedling!phenotypes!for!the!normal!and!cool!treatments.!
! Bayesian!models:!The!general!model!for!BL!(Park!and!Casella,!2008)!and!BCπ!was:!
YGV =1β0 +Xβ+ε !
X!is!a!design!matrix!for!the!markers,!and!β!is!a!vector!of!m!marker!effects.!Predicted!breeding!values!were!estimated!as:!



















Marker! MAF†! pSvalue! Effect! r2( Chromosome!
csSr2_KASPar( 0.29! 3.38×S10! 0.54! 0.27! 3BS!
csSr2( 0.16! 1.21×S8! 0.65! 0.17! 3BS!
GBS_13164( 0.19! 1.62×S6! 0.6! 0.15! S!
GBS_11008( 0.29! 7.09×S6! 0.49! 0.08! 3BS!
GBS_1863( 0.20! 1.01×S5! 0.51! 0.17! S!
GBS_7565( 0.3! 1.19×S5! 0.48! 0.07! S!
GBS_10286( 0.12! 2.83×S5! S0.61! 0.08! S!















































$ $ GBS$Markers$Only$ All$Markers$$ Model†,$Accuracy$ G;BLUP,$0.58$ G;BLUP$A,$0.54$ G;BLUP$T,$0.57$ MLR$A,$0.36$ G;BLUP,$0.59$ G;BLUP$A,$0.63$ G;BLUP$B,$0.66$ G;BLUP$T,$0.58$ MLR$A,$0.51$ MLR$B,$0.56$
GBS$M
arkers
$Only$ G;BLUP,$0.58$ 1$ 0.52$ 0.95$ 0.08$ 0.69$ 0.39$ 0.12$ 0.99$ 0.57$ 0.79$G;BLUP$A,$0.54$ 0.52$ 1$ 0.84$ 0.1$ 0.43$ 0.14$ 0.07$ 0.79$ 0.82$ 0.9$G;BLUP$T,$0.57$ 0.95$ 0.84$ 1$ 0.21$ 0.89$ 0.65$ 0.47$ 0.84$ 0.72$ 0.88$MLR$A,$0.36$ 0.08$ 0.1$ 0.21$ 1$ 0.08$ 0.02$ 0.01$ 0.18$ 0.15$ 0.08$
All$Mar
kers$







$ Frequency$Selected$as$Fixed$Effects$Marker$$ MAF†$ MLR$A‡$ MLR$B§$ G=BLUP$A¶$ G=BLUP$B#$
csSr2_KASPar$ 0.29$ 1$ 1$ 1$ 1$
csSr2! 0.16$ .5$ 1$ .8$ 1$
GBS_20803! 0.31$ .9$ =$ .6$ =$
csLV34! 0.37$ 0$ .4$ 0$ 0$
gwm533! 0.34$ 0$ .2$ 0$ 0$





$ $ GBS$Markers$Only$ All$Markers$$ Model$ BCπ$ BL$ GDBLUP$A$ GDBLUP$ GDBLUP$T$ MLR$A$ BCπ$ BL$ GDBLUP$ GDBLUP$A$ GDBLUP$B$ GDBLUP$T$ MLR$A$ MLR$B$
GBS$M
arkers
$Only$ BCπ$ 1$ 1$ 0.91$ 0.96$ 0.95$ 0.63$ 0.97$ 0.99$ 0.96$ 0.88$ 0.88$ 0.95$ 0.52$ 0.41$BL$ 1$ 1$ 0.91$ 0.96$ 0.96$ 0.63$ 0.97$ 0.99$ 0.97$ 0.88$ 0.88$ 0.95$ 0.52$ 0.41$GDBLUP$A$ 0.91$ 0.91$ 1$ 0.93$ 0.89$ 0.78$ 0.91$ 0.91$ 0.92$ 0.9$ 0.89$ 0.89$ 0.61$ 0.46$GDBLUP$ 0.96$ 0.96$ 0.93$ 1$ 0.95$ 0.65$ 0.93$ 0.95$ 0.98$ 0.89$ 0.89$ 0.94$ 0.54$ 0.42$GDBLUP$T$ 0.95$ 0.96$ 0.89$ 0.95$ 1$ 0.63$ 0.93$ 0.95$ 0.95$ 0.86$ 0.87$ 0.98$ 0.52$ 0.42$MLR$A$ 0.63$ 0.63$ 0.78$ 0.65$ 0.63$ 1$ 0.65$ 0.64$ 0.65$ 0.68$ 0.66$ 0.65$ 0.65$ 0.48$
All$Mar
kers$























































(gik − pk )(gjk − pk )





Fst = HT - HSHT
$




u ~ N(0,Aσ u2 ) $
ε ~ N(0,Rσε2 ) $
Y$is$a$vector$of$phenotypes,$β$is$a$vector$of$environment$effects$treated$as$fixed,$u$is$a$vector$of$genotype$effects$treated$as$random,)X$and$Z$are$the$design$matrices$relating$β$and$u$to$the$observations$in$Y,$ε$is$the$residual$error,σ u2 $is$the$genetic$variance,$σ ε2 is$the$error$variance$and$R)was$the$residual$covariance$matrix.$R$was$equal$to$the$identity$matrix$unless$specified$otherwise.$The$GXBLUP$solutions$for$the$breeding$values$were$obtained$using$the$mixed$model$equations$(Henderson,$1984):$$$
XR-1X' X'R-1Z
































βˆ $was$the$vector$of$fixed$effect$solutions, uˆ was$the$vector$of$estimated$breeding$
values,$and$λ = σˆ ε2
σˆ u





Y = Xβ +Zu + ε $
u ~ N(0, Iσ u2 ) $
ε ~ N(0, Iσε2 ) $where'I'is$an$identity$matrix.$$Genetic values, u, were used for GS model validation$.$
Correlation'between'model'training'and'validation'environments'A$factor$analytic$(FA)$model,$implemented$in$ASremlXR$(Gilmour$et$al.,$2009),$was$fit$to$parsimoniously$model$the$covariance$among$environments.$The$FA$model$estimates$the$unobserved$common$factors,$k,$that$give$rise$to$the$correlations$between$the$environments,$e.$The$environmental$covariance$matrix$is$modeled$as:$





















c'i (A − λ(Z'MZ + λA-1)−1)c'i
c'iAcii=1
Nv∑





















where$σ g2 ,$σ ge2 ,$and$σ e2 are$the$genetic,$G×E,$and$error$variances,$e$is$the$number$
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Table)6.1:)C0$founder$identifying$information)Cornell$ID$ Cross$name$ CIMMYT$selection$history$H2X18$ BAJ$ CGSS01Y00134SX099YX099MX099MX13YX0B$H2X19$ KACHU$ CMSS97M03912TX040YX020YX030MX020YX040MX4YX3MX0Y$M5X12$ MARCHOUCH*4/SAADA/3/2*FRET2/KUKUNA//FRET2$ CGSS05Y00206TX099MX099YX099MX099YX099ZTMX7WGYX0B$M5X152$ PBW343*2/KHVAKI//PARUS/3/PBW343/PASTOR$ CGSS05B00271TX099TOPYX099MX099NJX099NJX12WGYX0B$M5X131$ PBW343*2/KUKUNA//PARUS/3/PBW343*2/KUKUNA$ CGSS05B00256TX099TOPYX099MX099NJX099NJX5WGYX0B$M5X147$ PBW343*2/KUKUNA//SRTU/3/PBW343*2/KHVAKI$ CGSS05B00261TX099TOPYX099MX099NJX099NJX8WGYX0B$H2X20$ PFAU/SERI.1B//AMAD/3/WAXWING$ CGSS02Y00153SX099MX099YX099MX46YX0B$H2X53$ PICAFLOR$#2$ CGSS02Y00152SX099MX099YX099MX11WGYX0B$M5X102$ SERI.1B//KAUZ/HEVO/3/AMAD*2/4/KIRITATI$ CGSS05B00198TX099TOPYX099MX099NJX14WGYX0B$M5X43$ TACUPETO$F2001/BRAMBLING//PVN$ CMSS05B00218SX099YX099MX099NJX4WGYX0B$






Genomic'selection'cycle'one'GS$model$training$was$done$in$two$stages.$In$the$first$stage,$genetic$values$of$the$historical$individuals$were$estimated$using$phenotypic$data$collected$between$2005$and$2011$(TrainingPhenoData1.csv).$The$R$(R$Development$Core$Team,$2010)$package$lme4'(Bates$&$Maechler,$2010)'was$used$to$fit$the$mixed$model$Y = Xβ +Zu + ε where$Y$is$a$vector$of$phenotypes,$!$is$a$vector$of$environment$effects$treated$as$fixed,$and$u$is$a$vector$of$genotype$effects$treated$as$random.$X$and$Z)were$the$design$matrices$relating$observations$to$environments$and$genotypes.$The$solutions$for$u)were$used$as$the$genetic$values$
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Genomic'selection'cycle'two'Due$to$computational$advantages,$predictions$of$the$C1$individuals$were$generated$using$a$genomic$BLUP$model$implemented$in$the$R$package$rrBLUP'(Endelman,$2011).$The$genomic$BLUP$model$is$YGV = Zu + ε ,$u ~ N(0,Gσ u2 ) .$Where$$YGV$is$a$vector$of$the$genetic$values$of$the$historical$and$C0$population$that$were$calculated$previously$for$PS$cycle$one,G =MM' $is$a$marker$based$relationship$matrix$containing$the$historical,$C0$and$C1$individuals.$The$solutions$for$u'contained$the$predicted$breeding$values$for$the$C1$individuals.$Breeding$value$predictions$from$genomic$BLUP$with$G =MM' $are$equivalent$to$those$from$ridge$regression$BLUP$(Hayes$et$al.,$2009).$$$ $ Within$both$C1GSX1$and$C1GSX1,$the$five$individuals$the$highest$predicted$breeding$values$for$stem$rust$resistance$were$selected$for$intermating.$Intermating$and$selfing$were$carried$out$as$in$GS$cycle$one,$the$cycle$two$GS$
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replicate$one$(C2GSX1)$and$cycle$two$GS$replicate$two$(C2GSX2)$populations.$
Expected'gain'from'selection'for'stem'rust'quantitative'resistance'Expected$gain$from$selection$per$cycle$for$PS$was$calculated$using$the$general$formula$ΔG = kiciσˆ A2
i
∑ / σˆ yi (Hallauer$et$al.,$2010)$with$i$corresponding$to$
different$sexes$or$different$selection$units,$and$where$σˆ A2 ,$is$the$additive$genetic$variance,$k$is$the$selection$intensity,$c$is$the$covariance$between$the$selection$units$and$the$individuals$in$the$improved$population,σˆ y is$the$phenotypic$standard$deviation$on$a$line$mean$basis,$and$ k = (µs − µ) / σˆ y ,$where$μs$is$the$mean$of$the$selected$individuals$and$μ$is$the$population$mean.$
σˆ y = σˆ g
2 + σˆ ge
2 e + σˆ ε2 er ,$whereσˆ g2 is$the$genetic$variance,$σˆ ge2 $is$the$genotype$by$environment$interaction$variance,$σˆ ε2 is$the$error$variance,$e'is$the$number$of$environments,$and'r$is$the$number$of$replicates$within$environment.$For$GS,$the$expected$gain$from$selection$per$cycle$was$calculated$based$on$the$general$formula$for$gain$from$correlated$trait$selection$ΔGY = kXicXi
i











Population†$ Number$of$individuals$evaluated$ Mean$stem$rust$severity$ Mean$PBC$ Mean$level$of$inbreeding$ Genetic$variance$C0X1$ 240$ 39.1$ 0.265$ 0.502$ 79.9$C1PSX1$ 94$ 18.1$ 1.35$ 0.57$ 81.7$C1GSX1$ 258$ 35$ 0.693$ 0.571$ 70.4$C2GSX1$ 288$ 31.3$ 0.836$ 0.695$ 33.3$C0X2$ 241$ 37.8$ 0.241$ 0.503$ 74.4$C1PSX2$ 241$ 26.4$ 0.584$ 0.527$ 102$C1GSX2$ 267$ 33.7$ 0.354$ 0.586$ 76.1$C2GSX2$ 280$ 22.3$ 0.935$ 0.734$ 51.1$
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Adjusted$population$means$were$estimated$using$a$mixed$model$with$a$fixed$population$effect,$and$a$random$environment,$and$genotype$effect$and$a$random$block$effect$within$the$Njoro$environment.$A$first$order$autoregressive$variance$model$was$used$to$model$the$variance$structure$of$the$plot$errors$in$the$row$and$column$direction.$For$summary$data,$this$model,$excluding$the$treatment$effect,$was$fit$to$calculate$genetic$values$for$the$individuals.$To$calculate$genetic$values$within$environment,$the$environment$effect$was$also$removed,$and$the$model$was$fit$separately$for$Njoro$and$Debre$Zeit.$Percent$total$gain,$was$estimated$as Cn −C0( ) C0 ×100 ,$where$Cn$is$the$mean$of$the$population$generated$from$n$cycles$of$selection,$and$C0$is$the$mean$of$the$base$population.$To$test$for$significance$of$selection$response,$according$to$Hallauer$et$al.$(2010)$the$adjusted$population$means$were$used$in$the$linear$regression$model,$Pijk = bk + β j xij + ε ijkj∑ ,$where'Pijk'is$the$population$mean$for$replicate$k$of$cycle$i'of$selection$method$j,$bk$is$the$base$population$mean$for$replicate$k,$and$βj$is$the$rate$of$selection$gain$per$cycle$for$selection$method$j.$Percent$gain$per$cycle$was$calculated$as$β j C0 ×100 .$Realized'ΔG$was$calculated$as'Pijk$−'bk.$Paired$two$tailed$tXtests$were$used$to$test$for$differences$in$ΔG$per$cycle$and$per$unit$time$between$GS$and$PS$and$to$test$for$differences$between$observed$and$expected'ΔG.$To$express$gain$from$selection$in$terms$of$stem$rust$resistance,$percent$total$gain,$βj,$and$realized$ΔG$were$multiplied$by$negative$one.$$
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Mean'level'of'inbreeding'and'genetic'variance'For$each$set$of$individuals$selected$at$each$cycle$of$selection,$the$mean$level$of$inbreeding$resulting$from$a$generation$of$random$mating$and$one$generation$of$selfing$was$calculated$based$on$pedigrees$using$the$R$package$


























Realized$ and$ expected$ gain$ were$ not$ significantly$ different$ for$ PS$ cycle$ one,$p=0.161$GS$ cycle$one,$p=$0.994$and$GS$ cycle$ two,$p=$0.67.$ Significant$ selection$response$was$observed$for$both$GS,$p=0.018$and$PS,$p=0.00639$(Table$6.4).$$
Table)6.4:)Rate$of$gain,$significance$of$selection$response,$and$percent$total)gain$from$GS$and$PS$for$stem$rust$resistance$and$PBC,$a$correlated$trait.$
†$PBC,$pseudoXblack$chaff$$$Based$on$regression$coefficients,$rate$of$gain$per$cycle$was$5.49±1.42$for$GS$and$16.2±3.17$ for$ PS,$ corresponding$ to$ 14.3±3.69%$ gain$ per$ cycle$ for$ GS.$ Percent$total$gain$was$30.5±10.5$and$41.9±11.8%$for$GS$and$PS$respectively.$Because$one$cycle$of$PS$required$the$same$amount$of$time$as$two$cycles$of$GS,$we$compared$PS$cycle$one$with$GS$cycle$two$to$compare$realized$ΔG$from$both$methods$on$a$per$unit$time$basis.$For$replicate$one,$realized$ΔG$from$one$cycle$of$PS$was$higher$than$realized$ΔG$from$two$cycles$of$GS,$21$vs.$7.84.$In$contrast,$for$replicate$two,$realized$ΔG$from$one$cycle$of$PS$was$lower$than$realized$ΔG$from$two$cycles$of$GS,$11.4$vs.15.5$(Table$6.2,$Figure$6.5).$Overall,$realized$ΔG$from$one$cycle$of$PS$and$two$cycles$of$GS$was$not$significantly$different,$p=$0.692.$Realized$ΔG$for$PS$and$GS$on$a$perXcycle$basis$was$also$not$significantly$different$p=0.242.$
Mean'level'of'inbreeding'and'genetic'variance'$ The$inbreeding$coefficients$of$C0,$C1PS,$C1GS,$and$C2GS,$were$
























the$case$of$GS$cycle$one,$expected$and$observed$responses$in$PBC$were$significantly$different.$The$discrepancy$between$observed$expected$responses$may$be$due$to,$drift,$inaccurate$estimation$of$additive$genetic$variance,$or$genotypeXbyXenvironment$interaction.$$ $In$order$to$produce$germplasm$with$improved$stem$rust$QR$without$increasing$PBC$to$unacceptable$levels,$selection$should$be$based$on$an$index$that$includes$both$traits.$Although$with$index$selection,$reduced$gain$from$selection$for$each$individual$trait$by$1 number of  traits is$expected,$it$has$been$shown$to$be$more$effective$than$tandem$or$independent$culling$level$selection$(Hazel$and$Lush,$1942).$$If$PBC$is$conferred$by$few$loci,$marker$assisted$selection$could$be$an$effective$strategy,$especially$because$expression$of$PBC$does$not$occur$in$all$environments.$
Conclusion)This$is$the$first$comparison$of$realized$gain$from$GS$based$on$markers$only$with$that$of$PS$in$crop$plants.$On$a$per$unit$time$basis,$responses$in$stem$rust$resistance$and$correlated$responses$in$PBC$was$similar$for$both$GS$and$PS.$However,$GS$resulted$in$more$inbreeding$and$significantly$less$genetic$variance$largely$because$of$the$reduction$in$the$breeding$cycle$duration.$Although$recombination$and$mutation$can$act$in$each$cycle$to$replenish$the$genetic$variance,$with$GS,$these$forces$were$not$sufficient$to$counter$the$reduction$in$genetic$variance$lost$per$cycle$due$to$selection$(Bulmer,$1971,$1980),$finite$population$size,$and$linkage$(Keightley$and$Hill,$1987).$To$achieve$more$
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sustainable$gains$from$GS$in$long$or$medium$term$breeding$programs,$optimum$contribution$selection$(Meuwissen,$1997;$Grundy$et$al.,$1998)$and$weighting$low$frequency$favorable$alleles$(Jannink,$2010)$should$be$tested$to$help$reduce$the$reduction$in$genetic$variance$due$to$inbreeding$and$the$fixation$of$loci.$Overall$gain$from$GS$in$this$experiment$may$have$been$higher$if$the$first$cycle$of$selection$had$been$based$on$phenotype$as$recommended$by$Bernardo$and$Yu$(2007).$This$enables$a$relatively$large$improvement$to$be$made$initially$due$to$high$selection$accuracy$and$high$additive$genetic$variance.$The$initial$population$can$then$be$used$for$model$training$for$subsequent$selection$cycles.$In$this$experiment,$the$high$potential$for$gain$from$the$first$cycle$of$selection$was$not$realized$as$a$consequence$of$poor$selection$accuracy$from$the$initial$prediction$model,$which$was$trained$using$a$relatively$small$number$of$historical$individuals.$After$the$model$was$updated$with$data$from$the$initial$population,$GS$accuracies$doubled$and$more$of$the$potential$gain$per$cycle$was$realized.$$$For$GS$based$on$markers$only$to$be$worth$the$effort,$expense,$and$potential$reduction$in$genetic$variance,$it$must$outperform$PS$on$a$gain$per$unit$time$basis.$The$performance$of$GS$relative$to$PS$depends$on$the$accuracy$of$selection,$the$selection$intensity,$and$the$breeding$cycle$time.$Assuming$that$accuracy$for$GS$based$on$markers$only$will$always$be$less$than$that$of$PS,$a$substantial$reduction$in$cycle$time$or$a$large$increase$in$the$selection$intensity$will$be$required$in$order$to$more$than$compensate$for$the$accuracy$reduction.$In$this$experiment,$the$50%$reduction$in$cycle$time$from$GS$was$not$sufficient$to$
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overXcompensate$for$the$loss$in$selection$accuracy.$The$ideal$marker$only$GS$breeding$scheme$would$allow$the$training$population$to$be$updated$every$selection$cycle$with$accurate$multiXlocation$data,$substantially$reduce$the$breeding$cycle$time,$and$enable$an$increase$in$the$effective$population$size$and$selection$intensity.$$Given$the$current$status$of$prediction$modeling,$and$genotyping$technologies,$GS$based$on$markers$only$may$not$be$advantageous$or$costXeffective$for$every$cropXbreeding$program$depending$on$its$unique$circumstances.$GS$based$on$genomic$relationship$and$phenotypic$information,$as$a$way$to$increase$the$accuracy$of$selection$rather$than$reduce$the$breeding$cycle$duration$could$be$a$more$effective$strategy$in$some$cases.$Individual$breeding$programs$will$need$to$empirically$evaluate$how$best$to$use$genomeXwide$marker$technology$in$selection.$$
Acknowledgements)This$research$was$funded$by$The$Bill$&$Melinda$Gates$Foundation$(Durable$Rust$Resistance$in$Wheat)$and$the$United$States$Department$of$Agriculture1XAgricultural$Research$Service$(USDAXARS)$(Appropriation$No.$5430X21000X006X00D$and$Hatch$149X449).$Partial$support$for$J.$Rutkoski$was$provided$by$a$USDA$National$Needs$Fellowship$Grant$#2008X$38420X04755$and$an$American$Society$of$Plant$Biology$(ASPB)$XPioneer$HiXBred$Graduate$Student$Fellowship.$$
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CHAPTER)7)
)
CONCLUSION)
$$ The$overall$goal$of$this$work$was$to$generate$knowledge$helpful$for$guiding$the$decisions$of$breeders$and$scientists$working$towards$implementing$genomic$seleciton$(GS)$in$wheat,$especially$for$QR$to$Fusarium$head$blight$(FHB)$and$stem$rust.$Before$this$work$there$were$many$unknowns$about$how$to$implement$GS$in$wheat$especially$for$quantitative$resistance$(QR).$GenotypingXbyXsequencing$(GBS)$was$a$new$marker$platform,$and$efforts$to$evaluate$GBS$for$GS$in$wheat$were$just$beginning.$There$was$considerable$anxiety$about$the$high$levels$of$missing$data$in$GBS$datasets,$and$many$researchers$were$unsure$how$this$would$impact$GS$accuracy.$There$were$also$few$options$for$missing$data$imputation$in$wheat$because$of$the$lack$of$an$assembled$genome$sequence$or$sufficiently$dense$GBS$map.$Furthermore,$the$efficacy$of$GS$for$QR$was$considered$questionable,$and$many$believed$that$conventional$marker$assisted$selection$(MAS)$strategies$could$be$more$effective.$For$model$training,$there$was$(and$still$is)$considerable$interest$in$using$historical$datasets,$but$studies$to$assess$GS$accuracy$when$using$historical$data$for$the$prediction$of$new$breeding$materials$had$not$been$conducted$in$crops.$Lastly,$realized$gain$from$GS$had$not$been$tested$in$wheat,$and$some$wheat$breeders$were$skeptical$about$how$well$GS$could$actually$work$in$practice.$$ Before$indicating$how$this$work$has$contributed$to$the$greater$body$of$
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knowledge,$its$important$to$emphasize$that$the$conclusions$presented$here$were$drawn$using$data$from$few,$or$only$one,$dataset$that$may$not$be$representative$of$other$wheat$data.$Readers$should$confirm$these$findings$using$their$own$datasets$prior$to$implementing$GS$in$their$programs.$$$ This$work$has$helped$to$fill$several$gaps$in$knowledge$about$how$to$implement$GS.$First,$missing$data$is$now$known$to$have$a$minor$impact$on$accuracy$if$marker$densities$are$sufficiently$high.$For$conservative$GS$practitioners$who$rely$on$unXordered$marker$sets,$random$forest$regression$imputation$(RFI)$can$be$recommended$prior$to$GS$to$ensure$accuracy$is$not$lost$due$to$missing$data.$Second,$GS,$rather$than$conventional$MAS$can$be$recommended$for$QR,$with$the$exception$of$the$FHB$resistance$trait$deoxynivalenol$content$which$was$best$predicted$using$QTL$linked$markers$alone.$$When$performing$GS$for$QR$traits,$loci$targeted$genotyping$is$recommended$in$addition$to$genomeXwide$genotyping$because$doing$so$could$enable$better$modeling$of$major$QTL.$Third,$model$training$with$historical$data$has$been$shown$to$be$risky.$Results$indicated$that$very$large$population$sizes$and$high$heritibilities$will$be$required$for$historical$data$to$achieve$sufficient$accuracies$even$when$model$training$and$validation$occur$within$the$same$population.$Lastly,$GS$for$wheat$stem$rust$QR$has$been$shown$to$be$as$effective$as$phenotypic$selection$on$a$perXunit$time$basis,$and$realized$gains$were$in$agreement$with$expected$gains,$confirming$that$GS$accuracy$relative$to$phenotypic$selection$accuracy$is$a$good$indicator$of$the$relative$efficiency$of$GS.$
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This$observation$should$also$hold$for$other$traits.$$$ Several$topics$worthy$of$additional$research$have$arisen$as$a$result$of$this$work.$The$development$of$faster$unordered$marker$imputation$methods$that$are$at$least$as$accurate$as$RFI$on$would$be$especially$useful$because$the$current$implementation$of$RFI$has$a$high$computational$burden.$In$addition,$the$value$of$lociXtargeted$genotyping$to$enable$better$modeling$of$major$QTL$should$be$confirmed$for$other$traits$where$major$QTL$have$been$characterized.$How$to$effectively$use$historical$data$for$model$training$will$require$more$studies$specific$to$individual$breeding$programs$and$traits.$In$particular,$the$number$of$lines$to$phenotype$and$the$number$of$evaluation$environments$for$model$updating$will$need$to$be$determined$to$maximize$genetic$gain$per$unit$time$and$cost.$Finally,$during$the$realized$gain$from$GS$study,$GS$was$found$to$reduce$genetic$variance$faster$than$phenotypic$selection$on$a$per$unit$time$basis.$The$impact$of$GS$on$the$genetic$variance$needs$to$be$confirmed$over$more$cycles$of$selection$and$for$other$traits,$and$the$implications$of$this$loss$in$genetic$variance$for$medium$term$genetic$gain$will$need$to$be$further$studied.$$$ )
$
